The Maya software developers Were Right

On December, 21th 2012 congress unanimously passed the "Maya Act" which made Maya 3D by Autodesk the officially mandated 3D modeling software for the country. As a result Autodesk stock prices increased an unprecedented 15,763% in just the day the law passed. We are unable to reach the Blender Foundation, maker of a formerly competing open source product, for comment at this time. It is believed this is due to the chaos resulting from the rumors that many of their members committed suicide upon hearing the announcement. There is one confirmed death by what investigators are reporting as suffocation using the shrink wrap off of a Maya 3D software box, with a suicide note stating "It is the end of the world".

Spearing the Presidency

Britney Spears announced yesterday that she plans to run for the US presidency in 2016 when she reaches the minimum age for that office. If elected she will be the youngest president in US history and first woman to hold that position. The previous record for youngest acting president was Theodore Roosevelt at the age of 42. Britney has also stated her disappointment that she will be unable to select Lindsay Lohan for her vice presidential running mate due to age requirements, but promises to appoint Lindsay to a Cabinet position. While a specific position will not be confirmed by Britney, political experts have speculated that it will be either "Department of Justice" or "Department of Transportation" due to Lindsay's overwhelming personal experience in these areas.

Hell must have frozen over

It looks like another gloomy day. Forecasters predict a continuation of the bitterly cold weather that unexpectedly started across the entire country yesterday. Meteorologist can still provide no definitive explanation for the dramatic shift in weather that swept the country, but they are sure there will be no release from these new weather patterns for the foreseeable future. Several late night comedy TV shows have joked about "Hell freezing over."